Electronic Visit Verification (EVV)
Comply with Government EVV Mandates and Beyond
with Home Care’s Most Powerful End-to-End Software
AlayaCare’s home care software is an all-in-one, cloud-based solution with an incorporated
mobile, GPS-based EVV that works seamlessly across all modules. If your state allows
you to choose your own Electronic Visit Verification solution, AlayaCare, is compliant with
federal requirements and will work with you to ensure your compliance needs are met.
Gain reliable proof of visit

Generate date and time stamped visit reports

Increase compliance and efficiency

Create and view real-time schedule updates

Capture GPS-enabled
verification or IVR (telephony)

Categorize and analyze visit data
Benefit from secure communication

With AlayaCare, agencies can configure certain
settings for intervention-free approval
Start and end time allowance
(what is the permitted clock-in time vs. scheduled start time?)

Visit duration

(what is the percentage of time completed vs. scheduled time?)

Authorizations
(was a visit within the limits of the payer?)

GPS/Telephony exceptions

(are there differences between GPS location/phone
number and client address/phone number?)

Ensure all service tasks were completed
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Trust AlayaCare as Your
EVV Compliance Partner

Care Worker Mobile App
GPS-based mobile care management systems that provide top-level accountability,
convenience, real-time verification and increased compliance offer superior
flexibility over in-home devices for several reasons, including:

Accurate tracking and monitoring
of worker location and length
of visits, eliminating the need
for paper timesheets, reducing
human error and saving time

Real-time schedule changes
at the point of care, with
any visit details accessible
and verifiable immediately

Alerts to notify staff of delayed
or missed visits, allowing for
quick response to any scheduling
issues, which may result in
substantial cost savings

Offline Mode

SMS Visit Offer
Notifications

Offline capabilities
enabling care
providers to document
without internet
access to prevent
lost data entry.

Send care providers
new or last-minute
visit offer notifications
via email and SMS
so they can pick up
a shift on the go.

Point of Care
Documentation

Increased Safety
& Security

Easy access to
client care plans,
medical history,
and progress notes
anytime, anywhere.

The AlayaCare mobile
app is available for
care providers in
English, Spanish
and French.
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